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The Expanded Forest/La Forêt Expansible: Ed Pien And Dyan Marie

Ed Pien’s and Dyan Marie’s 2009 installations at The Tree Museum
near Gravenhurst, Ontario, elaborated new visualities for that freighted idea,
Canadian nature, and its viewers. Pien’s three installations activated an area of hillside and lake by supplementing natural processes, producing an “expanded forest” that
subtly challenged a viewer’s sense of embodied boundaries. Dyan Marie’s billboards,
coordinated with utility pole banners in downtown Toronto, visualized the place of the
media entity, Canadian nature, in aspirations of immigrants from distant cultures. In
a parody of the selling of Canadian nature, another “expanded forest,” as essential to
national identity. Situated in close proximity, they are studies in the mediated expectations
that Canadian citizens are encouraged to desire, from the emblematic Canadian Shield.
Pien is well known for his paper mazes and giant cutouts that explore fears of the
unknown symbolized by the forest. However, these installations are more cheerful,
inserting opportunities for new ways of seeing and hearing the woodland’s own interactions. On a sunny, breezy day on a densely treed knoll, visitors were surrounded by
crescents of light sweeping lightly along the forest floor. Their source, Psycho, was
twelve large mirrored disks, each a metre across, hanging from trees and twirling in
the wind. The mirrors are slightly concave/convex and could move quickly enough
to make the reflections strobe. In some mirrors, reflections from other twirling disks
created a mise-en-abîme in motion. Because of the mirrors’ intervention, the effect
of a golden sunrise to the west could be watched while facing east, and its light and
reflected scenes distributed in ways new to this environment. The disks opened a fantasy world of the forest reflecting itself in a new visuality that robbed passers-by of
a privileged viewpoint. Turning the forest inside-out, the shifting, distorted images
Psycho-detsail Light reflection made by the disk
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Ed Pien’
Psycho (Detail)
12 Disks, Aluminum Plated
With Highly Polished Chrome
Each Disk 30” Diameter
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destabilized viewpoints associated with the hidden and unknown, as well as command of
a high point or clearing. While multiplying and mobilizing sights in the forest by sending
light and sights to where they had not been before, when the wind dropped the mirrors almost disappeared, and the forest withdrew back into itself. The corresponding feelings of
expansion, possibility and enchantment on the part of the viewer also contracted back to
one’s everyday self.

meadow. The billboards so closely resembled government tourist and heritage advertising that
realizing their joke took a few sightings. Whereas most billboards feature people standing
against backgrounds of cityscapes or woodland, in these the interior contours of the standing
men and women were filled with photographic landscapes from The Tree Museum. Natural
details of hands and feet let viewers discern that these undecipherable people came from a
mixture of backgrounds.

Pien’s two other installations were more like snares, offering the promise of something
unexpected. Promises, however, also tantalize with failure, gambling with anticipation and
desire. Across the surface of a small lake, Pien strung nine wind socks made from bright red
tarpaulins. Tempest promised a ruckus as a viewer waited for the wind to make the socks
flap and slap the water, and the open maws of the red cones suggested nature devouring
itself. Maybe the wind usually failed; who knows? However, the promise could be kept unexpectedly, enticing a viewer to include in her sense of self this cosmic fragment, through
heightened sensory awareness. At the end of the lake, Pien installed a randomly knotted
web of brilliant orange ropes and plastic trail tape, False, that fell over a rock face into the
water. It sent a long, crooked reflection across the lake. As reflections always point to wards
the viewer, the orange web promised connection with water and rock face. However, both
water and cliff surfaces are unreliable, even dangerous sites. The promise challenges you
to join your wild side: can you become part of this elastic, expandable forest, enchanting,
tantalizing, unpredictable?

Back in Toronto, nineteen banners printed with the billboard images were strung from utility poles in the crowded immigrant neighbourhood of Bloor Street West where the depicted
storefronts matched shops along the street. The shopkeepers were obviously the forest-filled
figures in the banners, too. Dyan Marie, a resident of this area for nearly 20 years and a friend
of many of the merchants, had photographed volunteers in front of their stores and collected
their stories of their expectations of Canada. It turns out that many had been attracted by those
famous, beautiful posters of unpopulated Canadian landscapes because they had seen not only
room for desired futures, but a lack of government regulation in apparently unpopulated territory. As we all know, this is far from the true state of affairs. Dyan-Marie captured this hope
in contrast with the cramped reality of immigrant urban life, and summed it up in a parody of
what amounts to optimistic Canadian propaganda. So, while Ed Pien opened to viewers possibilities for an expanded self, Dyan Marie countered with an acid, poignant, humourous suggestion of its denial, perhaps even contraction.
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At the entrance to The Tree Museum, visitors passed a big billboard with lifesized
figures standing before landscapes of forest and meadows. Experience Canada:
Canadian Experience they read. After passing a second in the woods, viewers faced a third
while resting in a natural rock amphitheatre. It blocked much of the view across a swampy
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Ed Pien
Tempest
Seven Sewn Tarpaulins
Size Variable
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Ed Pien
Tempest
Seven Sewn Tarpaulins
Size Variable
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Ed Pien
False
Fluorescent Orange Rope
And Plastic Trail Marker Tape
Size Variable
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Dyan Marie
Canadian Experience – Experience Canada
Photobased Digital Print
48” X 96” Billboard
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Dyan Marie
Canadian Experience – Experience Canada
Photobased Digital Print
48” X 96” Billboard
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Dyan Marie
Banner On Bloor Street
(Installation Shot)
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Dyan Marie
Banner On Bloor Street (Detail)
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DYAN MARIE creates projects and initiatives that explore urban issues and contemporary
cultural experience, Marie has originated walking projects as interventions, public art and
events and has initiated a number of cultural and community organizations. She co-founded
C Magazine, Urban Surface and BIG and is the founder of Cold City Gallery, ARTATWORK,
DIG IN and Bloor Magazine. She is the director of her project space, Dupont/ Dyan Marie
Projects and is a board member of the City of Toronto’s, Art for Public Places Committee,
Centennial College Advisory Committee and the Bloordale BIA. Marie has received: the
Urban Leadership award from the Canadian Urban Institute, the Government of Canada’s
Community Builders Award, the Ontario Provincial Government’s Good Citizen Award and
City of Toronto’s Clean and Beautiful Award. She was also been a recipient of grants from
the Canada Council, the Ontario Arts Council and The Toronto Arts Council. She is a graduate of the Ontario College of Art and Design and the University of Waterloo, Masters of
Fine Arts. Dyan Marie has been an exhibiting visual artist since 1981 and is represented by
Wynick/ TuckGallery in Toronto and Michael Gibson Gallery In London.
www.dyanmarie.com

TILA KELLMAN teaches at St. Francis Xavier University, Antigonish. She is the
author of Figuring Redemption: Resighting My Self in the Art of Michael Snow
(Waterloo: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2002, rpt. 2010) and is active as a critic
and curator. Interested in spectatorship, her research is in contemporary interpretation
as it intersects the problem of the self. Kellman grew up and was educated in Berkeley, California. In 1972 she received an MA in biogeography, studying regeration in
old-growth forests in coastal B.C. After moving to Ontario in 1976, she became a
professional potter. Returning to York University to earn an MA in art history, she
became fascinated with spectatorship and the problem of the self. After completing
a Ph.D. in Social & Political Thought, she published her book interpreting Michael
Snow’s practice as the question of the viewer’s self-recognition.

ED PIEN received his BFA from University of Western Ontario and MFA from York
University. Among his extensive exhibition history, Pien has exhibited at the Drawing
Centre, New York; La Biennale de Montreal; Centro Nacional de las Artes, Mexico City; 501
Contemporary, Chongqing; Art Gallery of Ontario; Arts Depot, London; Chinese Arts Centre, Manchester; Bellevue Arts Museum, Bellevue, WA; The Goethe Institute, Berlin; and the
National Art Gallery of Canada. His work is included in numerous public and private collections, including the Fine Arts Museum in Montreal, Musée d’art contemporain de Montreal,
the Art Gallery of Ontario and the National Art Gallery of Canada. Pien teaches part-time in
the Visual Studies Department at the University of Toronto.
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